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In this guide, we will show you a comprehensive list of the best crypto casino USA you can play
online today, which are our top pick for the US players. Below are our detailed reviews of these
popular crypto gambling sites available in USA, as well as a beginner’s guide to playing in the crypto
casino. Let’s start it!

 

Best Crypto Casino USA 2023
BC. Game – Best USA Bitcoin Casino (Accepts All Countries)1.
BetOnline – Popular Crypto Casino USA that Accepts Bitcoin2.
Bitslot – International Crypto Casino with Daily Cashback3.
Las Atlantis – Great New Bitcoin Casino USA4.
Wild Casino – Generous Bitcoin Casino for Playing Slots5.
Ignition – Top Bitcoin Casino Online for Poker Tournaments6.
Slots.lv – Best Bitcoin Gambling Sites for Jackpot Slots with Prizes up to $250,0007.
Cafe Casino – Best Bitcoin Casino Online for Slots Tournaments8.
XBet – Best Choice for Table Games9.

 

1.BC. Game – Best USA Bitcoin Casino (Accepts All Countries)

BC. Game is a top Bitcoin casino for US and global players that brings a lot to the virtual table. This
casino has all the classic casino games that players expect, including blackjack, roulette, and
baccarat. It also offers game show games and a variety of original games that can’t be found
elsewhere. BC. Game originals include dice, mines, CoinFlip, Plinko, and Hilo.

 

BC. Game even has live dealer games available 24/7. Players can find a variety of blackjack and
roulette tables with different limits, as well as sic bo and baccarat. The only thing we found missing
at BC. Game is poker – this top-rated Bitcoin casino only has a few video poker games and no live
poker tournaments.

 

One especially unique thing about BC. Game is that it offers its own in-casino cryptocurrency, BC
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Dollar (BCD). The casino matches players’ first deposit to the casino 180% with BCD, with no limit
on how much players can claim. The casino also offers deposit bonuses on players’ 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
deposits with 200%, 220%, and 240% matches, respectively. So, players can potentially get up to a
780% total match across their first 4 deposits to this casino.

 

Another thing to note is that BC. Game accepts 110 different cryptocurrencies for deposit, including
most popular altcoins. So, virtually any crypto holder can play at this casino without swapping coins
first.

 

As such BC. Game is also considered by many users to be one of the best Solana gambling sites
available in 2023.

 

Crypto Bonus Wagering
Requirement

Minimum
Deposit Payout Time Accepts US

Players?
180% deposit match
(paid in BCD) 1X $30 10 minutes Yes

 

Pros

One of the best crypto betting siteson the market
Play original games
Offers 24/7 live dealer tables
 780% welcome bonus offer
Accepts 110+ cryptocurrencies

 

Cons

Limited poker games

 

2.BetOnline – Popular Crypto Casino USA that Accepts Bitcoin

BetOnline is one of the best United States crypto casinos for playing live dealer games – with a very
wide selection of dealers available 24/7. Players can try their hand at live roulette, blackjack,
baccarat, and more. In addition, BetOnline offers daily live poker tournaments, major guaranteed
prizepool tournaments on Sundays, and a monthly tournament with a $1 million prizepool.

 

BetOnline is packed with casino games and features, too. Players will find hundreds of slot games,
virtual table games, video poker, and even cash races. BetOnline is consistently introducing new
games to keep the casino lobby fresh.



 

This online casino’s welcome bonus is small in comparison to some sites we reviewed, but it can be a
good option for players who want to start small. New players earn a 100% match on their first crypto
deposit up to $1,000. After that first deposit, every additional crypto deposit earns a 35% reload
bonus at BetOnline.

 

This crypto casino accepts an impressively wide range of cryptocurrencies in addition to Bitcoin.
Players can deposit APE, AVAX, BNB, BCH, ADA, LINK, DOGE, MATIC, USDC, USDT, and even
more. The minimum deposit for Bitcoin is $20, but some other cryptocurrencies require a minimum
deposit of $50.

 

Crypto Bonus Wagering Requirement Minimum Deposit Payout Time Accepts US
Players?

100% up to $1,000 14X $20 Instant Yes

 

Pros

Daily poker tournaments
Live dealer tables available 24/7
Wide range of cryptocurrencies accepted
35% reload bonus on all crypto deposits

 

Cons

Welcome bonus limited to $1,000

 

3.Bitslot – International Crypto Casino with Daily Cashback

Bitslot also stood out from the crowd of crypto casinos with its slick design and lucrative 150% up to
2 Bitcoin deposit bonus offer for new sign ups.

 

This site is fully focused on cryptocurrency as well rather than just being an online casino that added
crypto deposits – players can gamble in Bitcoin, DOGE, ETH, LTC, USDT, BCH and winners of large
prize payouts are displayed on the homepage for transparency which is a rare and welcome addition
for crypto casinos.

 

For example one of the top winners won 742 mBTC (micro Bitcoin) at the time of writing. Smaller
μBTC prizes are also displayed (milli Bitcoin). Also featured is the latest jackpot prizepool – which at
press time is €125 million.
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Another reason to play at Bitslot is their 23% cashback deal, paid daily, alongside other types of VIP
rewards. 24/7 support is on hand to assist with understanding their many promotions.

 

All the best casino games are on offer, in total Bitslot host 2500+ games including tournament
formats and live dealer casino games.

 

Crypto Bonus Wagering Requirement Minimum Deposit Payout Time Accepts US
Players?

150% up to 2 BTC 40x 0.0007 BTC Instant Yes

 

Pros

Bonus split into two deposit bonuses
Extensive loyalty rewards
Transparent with prize winnings

 

Cons

Deposit bonuses only valid for 7 days

 

4.Las Atlantis – Great New Crypto Casino USA (BTC-Friendly)

Las Atlantis is a new Bitcoin-friendly online casino to begin catering to US players in recent years.
The casino offers an enormous selection of slot games, including a number of original games that
players won’t find anywhere else. In addition, Las Atlantis has been steadily building out its library
of table games and video poker machines, although it doesn’t yet offer live dealer games.

 

Las Atlantis really makes waves with its welcome bonus offers. Players can choose from 7 different
welcome bonus options depending on the games they want to try. The most popular bonus Las
Atlantis offers is its 280% slots match bonus, which is worth up to $1,000 and can be used on each of
players’ first 5 deposits. Alternative welcome bonus offers include up to 75 free spins.

 

Las Atlantis also has ongoing bonuses that rotate from time to time. Right now, players can claim a
165% slots bonus with each new deposit. There are also free spins bonuses for specific games. The
minimum deposits required for these bonuses start at just $20, so players can try them all.

 



Crypto Bonus Wagering Requirement Minimum Deposit Payout Time Accepts US
Players?

280% up to $1,000 35X $20 24-72 hours Yes

 

Pros

Tons of original slot games
Choose your own welcome bonus
Reload bonuses for returning players
Claim bonuses with as little as $20 Bitcoin

 

Cons

Slow withdrawals

 

5.Wild Casino – Generous Bitcoin Casino for Playing Slots

Wild Casino is one of the best crypto casinos in the US for playing slot games online. This casino has
more than 330 different slots for players to try, including games from a variety of different software
providers to keep things fresh. A handful of Wild Caisno’s slots are jackpot slots, so players can win
big with one lucky pull.

 

Wild Casino also offers table games, blackjack, and video poker. All of the casino’s games are well-
designed and very fun. Wild Casino also has 24/7 live dealer blackjack, roulette, and baccarat
powered by software from Fresh Deck Studios.

 

This casino from our Bitcoin casino list accepts 17 different cryptocurrencies including major
cryptos like Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Litecoin. Players can deposit as little as $20 in Bitcoin, but Wild
Casino also offers a crypto deposit bonus worth up to $9,000 for new players.

 

The bonus is split across 5 deposits, with players’ first deposit earning a 300% match up to $3,000
and each of the next 4 deposits earning a 150% match up to $1,500. Returning players at Wild
Casino get a 5% crypto reload bonus with every deposit and a 10% weekly rebate on wagers.

 

Crypto Bonus Wagering Requirement Minimum Deposit Payout Time Accepts US
Players?

300% up to $3,000 45X $20 15 minutes Yes

 



Pros

Offers 330+ slot games
Jackpot slot games available
Accepts 17 cryptos
$9,000 welcome bonus offer

 

Cons

High 45x wagering requirement for welcome bonus

 

6. Ignition – Top Bitcoin Casino Online for Poker Tournaments

Ignition is our top pick among Bitcoin casinos online for players who want to test out their poker
chops. The platform offers daily poker tournaments and sit-and-go tables that anyone can join.
Ignition also allows top poker players to qualify for weekly and monthly poker tournaments with
bigger stakes and bigger prize payouts. The biggest tournaments offer prizes up to $1 million.

 

Ignition also has a generous selection of traditional casino games, including
slots, roulette, blackjack, and more. Players will find 24/7 live dealer tables, dozens of video poker
machines, and hundreds of slots. Ignition also has daily jackpots and the casino gives away over $5
million in prize money to players each month.

 

Players at Ignition can deposit Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Ethereum, and Tether. New players receive a
deposit match of 300% on their first deposit, which is split between the main casino and live poker
offerings. The total bonus is limited to $3,000. For a limited time, Ignition is also offering 25 free
spins on the Fast & Sexy slot game.

 

Crypto Bonus Wagering Requirement Minimum Deposit Payout Time Accepts US
Players?

300% up to $3,000 25X $10 24 hours Yes

 

Pros

Daily poker tournaments
$5 million in monthly jackpots
300% welcome bonus
$10 minimum deposit

 

Cons



Slow Withdrawals (24 hours)

 

7. Slots.lv – Best Crypto Casino USA for Jackpot Slots with Prizes up to $250,000

Slots.lv is another best Bitcoin casino for US players. This casino is one of the top Bitcoin slots
gambling sites to try, plus table games, live dealer games, and more.

 

Slots.lv stands out especially for its selection of jackpot slots. The platform has hourly and daily
jackpots that have to drop within a certain amount of time – countdowns in the casino lobby let you
know how close the jackpots may be to dropping. There’s also a super jackpot, which has to drop
before it climbs to $250,000. Players can keep an eye on this jackpot and start spinning as it gets
close to its limit.

 

This casino accepts crypto deposits in Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, BitcoinSV, Ethereum, Tether, and
Litecoin. New players can claim a $7,500 welcome bonus, which is split across 9 deposits. The bonus
includes a 300% match up to $1,500 on players’ first deposit and a 150% match up to $750 on their
next 8 deposits. Slots.lv does not offer reload bonuses for returning players.

 

Crypto Bonus Wagering Requirement Minimum Deposit Payout Time Accepts US
Players?

300% up to $1,500 35X $10 1 hour Yes

 

Pros

Daily and hourly jackpots
Super jackpot worth prize up to $250,000
Welcome bonus worth $7,500
Excellent selection of table games

 

Cons

No reload bonusesfor returning players

 

8. Cafe Casino – Best Bitcoin Casino Online for Slots Tournaments

Cafe Casino is our top pick among Bitcoin casinos for players who want to put a competitive edge on
their slots play. This casino offers multiple slots tournaments every day of the week. Players who win
the most from the slots within a set period of time can get cash prizes.

 



Cafe Casino also offers a selection of jackpot slots with prize up to $250,000. Some slot jackpots are
paid out on an hourly basis, but the biggest jackpots usually pay out every couple weeks, making this
one of the most popular Bitcoin gambling sites.

 

For new players, Cafe Casino has a 350% Bitcoin deposit match bonus worth up to $2,500.
Returning players can claim a weekly mystery bonus, which could be free spins, a deposit bonus, or
something else entirely. The casino also has a built-in rewards program that allows returning players
to earn points that they can redeem for additional bonuses.

 

Crypto Bonus Wagering Requirement Minimum Deposit Payout Time Accepts US
Players?

350% up to $2,500 40X $10 1 hour Yes

 

Pros

Daily slots tournaments
Jackpot slots with hourly payouts
Live dealer tablesavailable 24/7
$2,500 welcome bonus

 

Cons

Small selection of poker games

 

9. XBet – Best Choice for Table Games

XBet is an online casino and sportsbook with an exceptionally wide range of table games for players
to choose from. At this casino, players can try their hand at blackjack, baccarat, craps, war,
and roulette.

 

The casino also offers a wide variety of video poker games, such as red dog, hi lo, jacks or better,
and deuces wild. XBet even has a live casino, where players can play baccarat, blackjack, Super 6,
and roulette.

 

Players at XBet can deposit crypto in Bitcoin, Ethereum, Bitcoin Cash, and Litecoin from as little as
$20. New players receive a 200% deposit bonus worth up to $500 on their first payment. Plus, all
returning players receive a 50% reload bonus worth up to $500 on every subsequent deposit. These
bonuses might not seem like much, but the unlimited reload bonus can add up to a lot of money over
time.



 

Crypto Bonus Wagering Requirement Minimum Deposit Payout Time Accepts US
Players?

200% up to $500 40X $20 48 hours Yes

 

Pros

Wide varietyof table games
Offers 24/7 live dealer tables
Ongoing reload bonusfor returning players
minimum deposit of $20 for crypto

 

Cons

Welcome bonus limited to $500
Slow withdrawals

 

Download App for Android Download App for iOS

Best Crypto Casino USA Comparison
Want to compare the best Bitcoin casinos head-to-head? The table below shows the key details
players need to know about the top crypto casinos.

 

Casino
Sites

Welcome
Bonus Games Available Accepted

Cryptocurrencies
Minimum
Deposit

BC. Game
180% deposit
match (in
BCD)

Slots, blackjack, roulette,
baccarat, live dealer games 110+ $30
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BetOnline
100% deposit
match up to
$1,000

Slots, blackjack, roulette,
baccarat, video poker, live
dealer games, poker
tournaments

BTC, APE, AVAX, BCH,
BNB, ADA, LINK, ETH,
DOGE, LTC, XRP, MATIC,
SHIB, SOL, XLM, USDT,
USDC

$20

Bitslot 
150% deposit
match up to 2
BTC

2500+ BTC, DOGE, ETH, LTC,
USDT, BCH

0.0007
BTC

Las
Atlantis

280% deposit
match up to
$1,000

Sots, blackjack, roulette,
baccarat, video poker BTC, ETH, LTC $20

Wild
Casino

300% deposit
match up to
$3,000

Sots, blackjack, roulette,
baccarat, video poker, live
dealer games

BTC, APE, AVAX, BCH,
BNB, ADA, LINK, ETH,
DOGE, LTC, XRP, MATIC,
SHIB, SOL, XLM, USDT,
USDC

$20

Ignition
300% deposit
match up to
$3,000

Sots, blackjack, roulette,
baccarat, video poker, live
dealer games, poker
tournaments

BTC, ETH, LTC, USDT $10

Slots.lv
300% deposit
match up to
$1,500

Sots, blackjack, roulette,
baccarat, video poker, live
dealer games

BTC, BSV, BCH, ETH, LTC,
USDT $10

Cafe
Casino

350% deposit
match up to
$2,500

Sots, blackjack, roulette,
baccarat, video poker, live
dealer games

BTC, BSV, BCH, ETH, LTC,
USDT $10

XBet
200% deposit
match up to
$500

Sots, blackjack, roulette,
baccarat, video poker, live
dealer games

BTC, BCH, ETH, LTC $20

 

Is Crypto Gambling Legal?
The laws around online casino gaming around the world can be complex. Taking the US as an
exmaple, in many states, online casinos are banned. However, it is not illegal for players to bet at an
online casino in most states and there are many offshore casinos that cater specifically to US
players. These online casinos operate in a gray area of the law, but they are broadly considered to be
legal.

 

Crypto casinos are among these offshore casinos that cater to US players. They are legal to play with
and, from a legal perspective, there are few differences between playing with a crypto casino versus
playing with a casino that accepts fiat currency. In fact, most of the Bitcoin casino apps we reviewed
accept both cryptocurrencies and bank transfers, credit cards, and e-wallets.

 

It’s a similar story across other parts of the world where crypto casinos aren’t regulated, so they
operate in somewhat of a gray area but are not generally considered illegal.

 



Download App for Android Download App for iOS

Where to Buy Tokens for Gambling in Crypto Casino USA?
Before players can join the best crypto casino, they need to get their hands on cryptocurrencies like
Bitcoin or another popular crypto that’s accepted by top casinos. The best way to do that is using a
crypto exchange.

 

Crypto exchanges provide an easy way to convert US dollars into cryptocurrency. Users simply need
to sign up, deposit funds using a credit card, debit card, or bank transfer, and select the
cryptocurrency they want to purchase. From there, they can transfer their crypto to a wallet (more
on that below) and then use it to make a deposit at a crypto casino.

 

Crypto exchanges offer access to different cryptocurrencies and can charge high fees, so it’s
important for users to make sure they’re picking the right exchange for their needs. eToro is one of
the top crypto exchanges in 2023 because it offers a very wide range of cryptocurrencies and a flat
1.0% transaction fee no matter what cryptocurrency users want to buy. eToro also accepts a wide
range of payment methods, enabling users to buy crypto with a credit card or an e-wallet like
PayPal.

 

How to Start Playing in the Crypto Casino USA?
Ready to start betting online with the best crypto casino? We’ll show players how to start
casino crypto gambling.

 

Step 1: Get a crypto wallet

Step 2: Buy crypto from exchanges with good reputations

Step 3: Create an account of your preferred crypto casino site

Step 4: Deposit crypto

Step 5: Start gambling
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Download App for Android Download App for iOS

Crypto Gambling vs Crypto Investing
The financial markets have been compared to ‘the world’s biggest casino’. Due to whale
manipulation, price wicks and stop hunts they can be hard to actively trade however for a consistent
winrate – although cryptocurrency is perhaps the most friendly market to retail investors.

 

One way to gamble on a crypto that might ‘go to the moon’ is to invest early in a brand-new crypto
coin, i.e. one at ICO or at presale. See our reviews of the latest crypto presales this year, including
IMPT token.

 

Best Crypto Casino USA Online for Bitcoin Gambling:
Conclusion
There are many popular Bitcoin casinos with different advantages for global gamblers to play online.
Based on the Bitcoin Casino reviews above, we believe that BC. Game (US friendly) and Cloudbet
offer players the best combination of games, bonuses, and user experience. Join now to claim
massive Bitcoin bonuses and enjoy a large selection of crypto casino games.

 

Sign up for BTCC now and claim special deposit bonus!
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